Introduction
Theorems presented in this paper concern the following systems of inequalities 
.. . . . jît -f (t,u,u(-)) (2) i
^ f 1 (t,v,v(•)), for i e {1,...,m}, tel.
The methods of our proofs are inspired by [4] , [1] and [2] .
From the two theorems concerning the inequality u(t)sv(t), tel, follow the uniqueness theorems of the solution to the problem (3) ^ = f^t.u.ul-)) , i=l, . . . ,m, Obviously H>0 , and there exists an index i such that
H = sup (u °(t)-v °(t)). (0,T q ]
We take an auxiliary function
where X is an arbitrary number from the interval (10) « < X < 5 .
Obviously we have 1° w(t) < H in (0,TQ].
2° w satisfies the weak initial condition F with the constant h=0.
3° if we denote w = sup w(t) then (0,T0]
The function w satisfies all the assumptions of Lemma 2, hence for the above X there exists te(0,TQ] in which
On the other hand, applying Assumptions A2 and A3 we obtain We assume, that for these functions both the Assumptions A 2 and the Assumption B^ hold, and that there exists a function H, for which all the conditions of the Assumption B 2 hold. If u(t 0 )sv(t Q ), then u(t)=sv(t) for t€l 1 .
Proof. First we put t=t Q and we introduce new functions
The functions u and v belong to the class C 1 (I 1 ). We prove first that u*v in [t Q ,t 0 +h], where h is that from the Assumption BLet us suppose, that the contrary is true, then
The function u -v attains maximum in (t_.,t] for t-t, therefore we have
On the other hand, the point teEj and we have
To the right side of the last inequality we will apply the Assumption B^. Then
We notice that M_ _(t) = p. u-v 
Now the system (12) is reduced to the single inequality m i , c(t) y H (t) -H(t) S LmH(t)-(Lm+l)H(t) = -H(t) <0 in I,. 1=1 dt 1
Hence we can formulate the following. If the function u is a solution to (18)-(19), bounded in I then u is the unique solution.
